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Abstract
This project uses the act of blanketing as both a conceptual tool and interactive art object, to

make visible enmeshing relationships in local suburban environments. The methodological

approach follows practice-led processes in site-specific collaborations within the community

of Ngunnawal and Ngambri country, ACT and its corresponding nonhuman agents. The local

gift economy is utilised as a place of artmaking to source gifted, recycled and discarded

materials to create fibre-based blankets. These materials largely consisted of plant matter for

natural dyeing, textiles and paper waste which was further marked within localised outdoor

processes in the field (dyeing, burying, soaking, suspending, rubbing, moulding etc). These

nonlinear material processes and interactions in the local area contributed to my learnt

sense of place informed by the Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework “8 Ways” (8 Ways. n.d.).

A strategy of metaphorical familiarisation in public outdoor installations is used to enable

sustainable dialogues to be shared outside the white cube. Further these approaches

enacted a wider reference of care towards others (strangers and nonhuman). The political

nature of gifting and recycling materials subverts consumerist models and the hierarchies of

care concerning our waste. The conceptual grounding of my research is informed by

nonlinear material systems and the artefacts produced from them.
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Introduction

Relationships forming and constituting local places can be likened to that of a blanket.

Interacting agents of human and nonhuman, neighbour and stranger, erosion and growth,

weave together deconstructing western societal divisions. Our local perceptions towards the

environment are informed by materials and their life-cycles. When these cycles become

linear or lack an ethics of place, they move against ecological systems, creating unhealthy

material flows and instrumentalist engagements with resources. My practice-led Honours

research implements the framework of the gift economy in a visual arts practice, to make

visible interweaving relationships present in the local suburban environments of Ngunnwal

and Ngambri country, ACT.

As a newcomer, I made blankets with gifted materials from neighbours and the nonhuman

environment, informing my sense of place. A sense of place refers to the local affinity and

feeling of belonging to a certain geographic location (Lippard, 1997, 7).

I reference this sense in context to American writer Lucy R. Lippard’s research in localised

public art, whereby she defines it as ‘...accessible art of any species that cares about,

challenges, involves, and consults the audience for or with whom it is made, respecting

community and environment…’(Lippard, 1997, 264).  In respecting the local community and

environment, I implemented nonlinear artmaking that rejects human centred hierarchies of

care (8 Ways, n.d.). The “8 Ways” Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework guided this

methodological approach. This Pedagogy originates from the knowledge systems of the

Baakindji, Ngiyampaa, Yuwaalaraay, Gamilaraay, Wiradjuri, Wangkumarra and other nations

consisting of Western New South Wales and beyond (8 Ways, n.d.). By applying the

pedagogy’s proposed steps (fig. 1) upon site-specific material processes, I was able to

respectfully and consciously engage in nonlinear place-based research. I acknowledge and
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thank the Traditional Custodians of the Western New South Wales region for sharing these

invaluable perspectives.

(Figure 1): “8 Ways” Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework. From https://www.8ways.online/about

Within my localised arts-based research, the gift economy presents exchange as a

methodology of nonlinear artmaking - deviating from the capitalist driven art market.

The gift economy is an exchange system dependent upon relationships and involves the free

circulation of goods and services without debt or the expectation of a “...giving in order to

receive.” (Vaughan, 1991)(Eisenstein, 2011, 16). Within the context of my material research,

the gift economy incorporated informal ecological and social spaces into my artmaking and

visual presentation (Vilensky and Timofeeva, n.d.). The circumstance and chance

underpinning gifting encounters ultimately determined the assembled parts of my

constructed blankets whole. A methodology of care and familiarisation through the

symbolism of a blanketing porous skin emerged from gifting encounters with the local

community and environment.

Through the aforementioned research, I question how the local cyclical acts of gifting and

site-specific nonhuman collaboration can deconstruct societal divisions present between self

and other ie: nonhuman as other and stranger as other. Moreover, I test how practical

actions of blanketing can connect and ground people to their local environments. The aim of

these blanket works is to retain and highlight their local histories - not to create an object
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removed from its relational systems. Nonlinear processes in the gift economy and

environmental collaboration are reflected within the resulting immersive blanketing

installation. Methods in arts-based research inform my approach, as the blanket form is used

as a journaling device - materialising direct-lived experiences with place (Leavy, 2015, 236).

Chapter One: Learning a Sense of Place as a Newcomer, addresses nonlinear explorations

into the local gift economy informing my own sense of place. My localised methodology is

introduced in correlation to Lucy R. Lippard's definitions of a sense of place and participation

in the gift economy’s nonlinear material cycles. Blankets and their metaphorical abilities in

representing enmeshing human to nonhuman relationships is discussed in correlation to

Jahnne Pasco-White’s site-specific work ‘Motion in the opposite direction’ 2017.

In Chapter Two: Making-with the Local Suburbs, I deconstruct process-based research

methods in the environment and community; informed by the 8 Ways Aboriginal Pedagogy

Framework. Methods of “making-with” the suburbs' are tested through gifting and recycling

exchanges, underpinned by environmental collaboration. These collaborations involve

ground-based artmaking, walking and lateral processes as placemaking tools. The chapter

concludes on a critique of the resulting outcome from these field-based activities; my

mid-year indoor/outdoor installation ‘Blanket in Place’.

Chapter Three: Closed-Looped Blanket Cycles, details my major work ‘Local Gifts’ - an

immersive outdoor/indoor blanketing installation. The chapter begins in discussing the

preservation of art objects in Western art ideology and the problematic linear material cycles

it produces. The notion of preservation is responded to in my nonlinear artmaking guidelines,

which led to the production of my major work “Local Gifts”. This chapter ends on intentions of

regifting the blankets back to the local through varying nonhuman and human avenues.
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In conclusion, this paper will introduce ways in which blanket’s made-with the gift economy

can act as a metaphorical tool to prompt audiences in considering their interconnections with

local places. Collaborative interactions between myself (as artist and newcomer) and others

(nonhuman and strangers), form a closed-loop artmaking process akin to learning a sense of

place.
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Chapter 1: Learning a Sense of Place as a

Newcomer

A Sense of Place

(Figure 2) A drawn diagram depicting my localised artmaking methodology. The construction of
blankets flows in and out of interactions in the gift economy and non-human collaboration. Localism
encircles these interactions/collaborations which are supported by place. August 2022.

This chapter will discuss the tactics I used to connect and ground myself within the local

community and environment of Ngunnawal and Ngambri country, ACT. In learning a sense of

place, I used the symbolism of blankets to dismantle dualistic perspectives within my local

artmaking methods. The following subsections will outline the tactics I employed to explain

my methodology on localism. These were nonlinear material cycles in the gift economy,

field-based activities of life-writing and lateral processes, and concepts of blanketing as a

metaphor representing human and nonhuman collaborations.
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When considering local enmeshing connections between self and others it is vital to develop

a sense of place and further ethics of place (Plumwood, 2008). This sense at its core refers

to the grounding feeling of interconnectedness to a particular geographical location (Lippard,

1997, 33) As Lucy R. Lippard states, this sense extends past individualistic necessities to

encompass a shared identity, feeling of belonging and harboured local understanding. She

explains that:

A sense of place is a virtual immersion that depends on lived experience and

topographical intimacy … It demands extensive visual and historical research, a

great deal of walking “in the field”, contact with oral tradition, and an intensive

knowledge of both local multiculturalism and the broader context of multicentredness.

(Lippard, 1997, 33)

To date, my art practice has been rooted in site-specific nonhuman mark-making techniques

(fig. 3). In familiarising myself with the local community and environment, I employed

research methods of life writing into my current artmaking practice (Fletcher, 2021). Life

writing involves “writing in first person and using finite, direct, embodied experience of life

and place as the basis from which to develop understanding” (Fletcher, 2021). Those are the

words of Fashion Researcher and activist Kate Fletcher from whom I borrow this method

from. Fletcher’s research into the concept of “noticing” through tactics such as life writing,

has contributed to the uncovering of my sense of place. In building from prior practices and

new methods of familiarisation, this research project uncovers what it means to be

connected to the local, the materialisations of those sensations and the surprising

realisations audiences could experience via interactive art objects.
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(Figure 3) Detail of fungi and plant stains on buried fabric, ANU School of Art & Design, May 2022
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Localism

The intersection between localised artmaking and creative placemaking played a pivotal role

in expanding my practical-led research into the public sphere (Courage and McKeown, 2019,

2). Local knowledge, materials, systems and commons were incorporated into my artmaking

practice, informed by creative placemaking approaches1. While my project touches on

creative placemaking, it does so in a micro sense through the methods of life writing and gift

exchange. These interactions are made on an individual basis with both people and site

rather than whole community engagement.

The significance of the local in my research stems from my upbringing in the small regional

town of Gilgandra NSW; the waterhole meeting place of the Wiradjuri, Wailwan and Kamiliroi

peoples. In regional places, local networks are profound and transparent, interlocking closely

with the environments encompassing it. From this direct-lived experience, I have been able

to build an understanding that localism and therefore regionalism does not just serve the

needs of human communities but also recognises the needs of nonhuman environments.

From a visual arts perspective, this local dialogue has encouraged relational thinking in my

material processes creating art with both ‘roots and reach’ (Lippard, 1997, 37). Within the

context of this current area, site-specific explorations were undertaken in three distinct

suburbs of Canberra: two inner north suburbs of Kaleen and Dickson, and the central suburb

of Acton which includes Australian National University campus. I drew from the diverse

characteristics of these particular demographics and geographies with fibre-based works on

paper and textiles recording the individual qualities of each site. The suburban locations

prompted localised collaboration as I invited others such as neighbours, the weather, and

waste as influencing mark-making components.

1 Creative placemaking is defined as the creative arts ability in reviving or celebrating a community
and its histories through engagement in public, often participatory art. For more reading please see:
Creative Placemaking: Research, Theory, Practice
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Nonlinear

To enact localised learnings and methodologies, my arts-based research needed to depart

from human-centred hierarchies supported by linear systems/theories i.e., Capitalism, local

waste management and institutional art preservation. The Aboriginal Pedagogy framework

“8 Ways'' developed in Western New South Wales on the lands of the Baakindji, Ngiyampaa,

Yuwaalaraay, Gamilaraay, Wiradjuri, Wangkumarra and (as well as other nations),

contributed to expanded place-based understanding in my methodology. As introduced in

the opening of this paper,“8 Ways” outlines epistemological understanding through the

following steps:

1. We connect through the stories we share.

2. We picture our pathways of knowledge.

3. We see, think, act, make and share without words.

4. We keep and share knowledge with art and objects.

5. We work with lessons from land and nature.

6. We put different ideas together and create new knowledge.

7. We work from whole to parts, watching and then doing.

8. We bring new knowledge home to help our mob.

(8 Ways, n.d.)

The “8 Ways” framework coupled with the circular gift economy, created an awareness for

material histories as well as the local ecological impacts of material production in the

construction of my blankets.

Within the context of the artworld, Australian artist and Yindjibarndi woman Katie West

frames these material histories as a person or thing’s “embodied knowledge” (West and

Keys, 2020). Her large-scale, tactile spaces are the result of repetitive, intuitive and bodily
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artmaking techniques. West connects to country via the acts of walking, collecting and

infusing plant colour to fibre in localised plant-based dyeing methods. Her latest exhibition

“We Hold You Close” (fig. 4), explores these processes of “... relational materiality (the

agency of material and its influence on the maker) and embodied knowledge (the body

knows how to act).” (West and Sweetman, 2022). Whilst my research does not comment on

the impacts of Australia’s colonial history from West’s point of reference, her materialised

connections to place through the use of site-specific plant-based dyeing and tactile

immersions of institutional spaces, continues to influence my own language in transcribing

local narratives in sustainable dialogues.

(Figure 4) Katie West, “We hold you close”, 20 Feb - 24 April 2022, Perth Festival 2022 & Perth
Institute of Contemporary Art (PICA), Perth, WA. From
https://katiewularniwest.com/section/514816-We%20hold%20you%20close.html

Gift Economy

Interlocking with nonlinear processes, the gift economy and further secondhand/waste

system has become a major site of affect within my artmaking practice. The gift economy’s
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affiliations to community and ecological networks allowed for nuanced, personalised and

relational engagements in the suburbs. Notably, interactions on digital gifting platforms such

as Facebook Buy Nothing groups proved to be an accessible entry point as a newcomer to

Kaleen and Dickson. Through the consistent flow of gifted textiles (bedsheets, hankies,

woollen blankets and fabric scraps), paper waste (newspapers, old restaurant menus, sale

tickets and shop advertising print outs) and organic materials (green waste, picked flowers

and fallen branches) from neighbours, a site-specific narrative was recorded on the material

body of my constructed blankets. The gifted material itself embodied narratives of place

before it came into my possession (through the marks of wear from its predecessor) and in

the personal account of my acquisition (Hawkins, 2006, 2). As Lippard states, recycling and

gifting permits “a certain interaction with others’ lives, a breakdown of the isolation that

submerges us” (Lippard, 1997, 231).

As briefly mentioned, participation in the gift economy provides a critique on the dominating

nonlinear hierarchies of waste within the microcosm of the suburbs and in broader Western

art ideologies. Through elevating and displaying unwanted materials in art institutions, a

discourse emerges regarding the dysfunction of linear material systems resulting in waste or

preserved cultural artefacts. As Gay Hawkins notes: “Waste becomes a social text that

discloses the logic or illogic of a culture” (Hawkins, 2006, 9) ours being a capitilist consuming

culture. In gift economies there exists no hierarchy or linear consumption of materials,

instead they “flow in circles” (Eisenstein, 2011, 16). This absence of debt and recognition of

the giving present, offers alternative approaches to artmaking removed from the capitalist art

market and neoliberal assumptions towards local resources.

Blanketing with Kin

Site-based interactions in the gift economy led my conceptual practice to consider the

metaphor of blanketing. Gifting and blanketing are similar gestures often performed within
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units and/or places of kin. The blanket is an everyday object, used to shelter, to care and

embrace its user/s in a hug. Depending on their material compositions, blankets can act as a

porous skin, regulating the temperature of our bodies to the climate of the external

environment. From a structural perspective, their forms are malleable enough to cover

varying bodies, displaying two dimensional surface qualities and three dimensional

movement and weight; i.e.blankets with quilted/printed patterns and weighted blankets filled

with sand.

When considering blanketing beyond human experiences, it can be associated with the

ground cover beneath our feet, the foliage above our heads or the all-encompassing

sensation provoked by seeing an empty blue sky. Conceptually, our movements and

ricocheting interactions within a place can be envisioned as a web or a shawl, as Elizabeth

Wilson describes: “We wrap ourselves in the city as we journey through it” (Wilson, 1991).

Within my research methodology, blankets materially embody enmeshed patchworks of local

relationships comprising my sense of place, whilst acting as metaphorical prompts

questioning our ethics of place. Similar tactics of metaphorical association are utilised in

Smitheram and Frances’ “Phenomenal Dress” (2017-2019) project through the common

medium of dress (fig. 5). By interrelating Posthuman theories in New Materialist philosophies

with perspectives of Māori, the project aims to collaborate directly with the nonhuman

environment at Karekare Beach, Aotearoa New Zealand via  “…understandings through a

shared sense of embodied experience.” (Smitheram and Frances, 2020, 301). Within my

own project, blankets form the materialisations of interactions with nonhuman collaborators

and human strangers in the local, nonlinear cycles of the gift economy.
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(Figure 5) Salt Sleeve, 2019, worn by driftwood and Frances Joseph at Karekare beach. M.
Smitheram. From: Smitheram, Miranda and Frances Joseph. 2020. "Material-Aesthetic
Collaborations: Making-with the Ecosystem." Codesign 16 (4).

A visual reference supporting my research in nonhuman associations/metaphors and

informing diverse mark-making applications stems from the site-specific wall work “Motion in

the opposite direction” (2017), by Australian Melbourne-based artist Jahnne Pasco-White

(fig. 6). The work is a multi-textural, large-scale painting, completed on a wall in an

abandoned industrial block in the suburb Coburg, Naarm/Melbourne. The stationary painting

prompted my research to test how everyday sites and objects' can embody distinct

environmental circumstances and kinships beyond human to human relationships (Ozguc,

2020, 138), whilst exploring their potential to ‘“...take on [their] own lifeform beyond (the

artists) authorship into a life that has many iterations” (Pasco-White, 2017). In order for the

blankets to be of place, my practice needed to relinquish the desire to preserve any one

version they might take (Lippard, 1997, 263). By inviting erosive mark-making through

outdoor collaborations, dialogues are transcribed between artist and the local environment

into the blanket’s fibres. Hence, the blankets become an artefact of these established
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senses of place attempting to extend the visage of home/local and its associative ethics of

care for audience recognition.

This chapter has introduced a localised methodology interested in nonlinear epistemologies

countering Western hierarchies of care and performed through cyclical gifting exchanges.

Metaphors in blanketing aimed to set-up ways of visualising interconnection to local

environments - deconstructing instrumentalist and dualistic divisions between self and other.

In Chapter Two, experimentations in making-with local gift economies and nonhuman

collaboration will be discussed in relation to my sense of place learning.

(Figure 6) Jahnne Pasco-White, Motion in the opposite direction, 2017, Coburg VIC. From
https://unlikely.net.au/issue-03/to-accrete-a-surface#fn3
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Chapter 2: Making-with the Local Suburbs

Local Gift Economies: Buy Nothing Facebook Group & Dickson

Shops

This chapter will discuss the ways in which practice-led material research in the gift economy

has contributed to my sense of place in the suburbs of Ngunnawal and Ngambri country,

ACT. In particular, I will explore how gifting in Buy Nothing Facebook groups and at the

Dickson Shops opened a ‘making-with’ the environment; learning associative connections

with local others and the social texts suggested by unwanted items (Hawkins, 2006).

Ground-based material processes supported nonlinear learning informed by elemental,

spatial and material architectural and visual art projects (Howard, 2015). In concluding this

chapter, I will detail the indoor/outdoor installation “Blanket In Place” as a result of my

material-based research in semester one.

I was introduced to the concept of making-with through the aforementioned project

“Phenomenal Dress” (Smitheram and Frances, 2020) (fig. 5). The project references a

practice of “making-with” in correlation to developing “...new forms of dress…” rejecting

“...extractive notions of making-from or functional approaches to making-for…” (Smitheram

and Frances 2020, 303). The integration between Western philosophical thought and

“relational entanglement” in Indigenous place-based knowledge systems has been

informative for my blanket making in the gift economy. This research prompted wider frames

of reference within my methods of gifting and receiving, i.e: social media gift economies, gift

requests from strangers, and gifts from the nonhuman (weather, microbes in soils,

wetlands/storm drains and other bodies of water, fallen leaves/petals/branches and the

subsequent dye/ink colours produced from those materials). The active, embodied and

intuitive interactions undertaken with local suburbia, encouraged a greater familiarisation and

care to form for its ecological systems.
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Initial strategies of making-with involved posting gift requests on my local Buy Nothing

Facebook group. I used the platform to request green waste to use in plant-based dyeing

and ink making as well as requesting old fabric scraps for the material body of my blankets

(fig. 7). The Buy-Nothing Project is a familiar and accessible international network of local

gift economies. The network uses the platform of Facebook to give, receive, lend, share and

express gratitude (The Buy Nothing Project, n.d.). Strict guidelines governed by group

administrators ban capitalist systems of exchange such as trading or selling items. The

platform introduced my research to make-with the local gift economy and I participated in

both the Buy Nothing Kaleen (North) Facebook Group and Buy Nothing Downer/Dickson

Facebook Group.

Gifting interactions varied depending on the neighbours' preference and specific suburb. For

instance, one neighbour may prune the vegetation before my visit and leave it by the

mailbox for collection, while others would assist me picking flowers, curious to the purpose of

my project. In Kaleen, I was given predominantly herb plants from soon to be destroyed

patches or overgrowing ones (fig. 8). I received larger engagement on my posts in the

Downer/Dickson Buy Nothing Group, where neighbours were keen to share dyeing tips and

local knowledge about which trees lining the streets produced dye colour. The differing

responses on the two facebook groups was unexpected, considering Kaleen and Dickson’s

relatively short distances apart2. Although I did not have the time nor capacity to investigate

this distinction in Buy Nothing Groups further, it provided potential arts-based research for

future investigation.

2 Government data collected during the 2016 census provides reasons behind this difference in
engagement (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2016). Given the platform's online requirements, the
community in Dickson possibly has increased access and knowledge to social media platforms,
enabling for higher participation rates (1.9K members in Downer/Dickson buy nothing compared to
Kaleen North’s 593 members). This is supported by Dickson’s younger population, with a higher rate
of students moving regularly and lower family average (437 families vs Kaleen’s 1,936)(Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2016).
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(figure 7) [Left and centre] screenshots from my Buy Nothing Downer/Dickson gifting requests, 8th
August 2022. [Right] screenshot from my gifting request on the 10th August 2022.

Following the online gifting interactions, I visited Dickon Shops to source paper waste to

make papier-mâché like forms. These forms were impressed onto found objects in public

greenspaces or onto the ground itself (fig. 9). Despite the voluminous presence of paper in

our waste systems, my yields were dependent on the type of businesses I visited.

Contrasting to green waste and textile waste, the information transcribed/printed/drawn upon

paper is more defining than the material itself. I observed that chemists were unable to give

paper waste due to privacy concerns, as the majority consisted of medicine scripts. However

when visiting bottle shops, they were eager to give old sale flyers, wine tasting print outs and

large advertisements to my practice (fig. 10). Access to paper waste therefore indicated the

characteristics of a local business in conjunction to its sold products and services, ie:

medicine is often consumed in private compared to alcohol which is advertised as a social

product.
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(figure 8) Buy Nothing Kaleen (North) member’s overgrown herb patch in Kaleen, 2nd April 2022.

(Figure 9) Paper waste made from old Pilot restaurant menus pressed onto chainsawed piece of
wood from a fallen tree in Dickson Wetlands, 4th October 2022.

The multifaceted characteristics of the gift economy are showcased through these two gifting

spaces. The gift economy both subverts facebook (a multinational corporation upheld by a
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capitalist exchange system) through the utilisation of its online spaces to engage in localised

gifting and whilst creating unknowing gift economy participants through unorthodox gift

requests from myself as a stranger. These instances highlight the gift economy’s ability to

dissolve dualistic thought towards others - in this case strangers - and develop a sense of

place steeped in care - online or in person. Gifting interactions were additionally made

between human and nonhuman agents, which I will outline in the following section.

(Figure 10) Gifted paper waste from Dan Murphy’s in Dickson shops in the process of being torn up
for papermaking.

Walking on and Working with the Ground: Decentering the

Human

My sense of place was influenced by the routes I walked across local terrains, surveying the

ground for discarded artefacts gifted to me by place. The beginning of my material

processes involved both contemplating and moving laterally (8 Ways, n.d.). Concrete rubble

scraps, eroding plastic, snapped off power lines and on one occasion a chainsawed piece of

wood from a fallen tree (fig. 11), became the collected material pieces of my site-specific
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blankets. They represented remnants of the built human environment, only to be swallowed

by the eroding nonhuman elements weathering them. Within the context of the gift economy

- I saw these as gifts from the local nonhuman.

I researched beyond the discipline of visual arts into contemporary practice-led architecture,

informing ground-based artmaking techniques. In Michelle Howard’s book, “Research -

Observe - Make”, a series of student architectural projects from the Academy of Fine Arts in

Vienna, demonstrated to me the interactivities between spatial climates in architectural and

natural spaces (Howard, 2015). A project titled “Exhausted! - Recycling Unwanted Air”

designed by students Ömer Pekin and Nikola Znaor, details an inflatable structure which

took advantage of a building’s exhaust air from its air-conditioning system. The project aims

to “...bring a source of unused energy which can be easily captured in the public arena…” to

create a warm and comforting space in the often abrasive city environment (Howard, 2015,

72-73). The site-specific demands of the project and recycling of discarded materials

(exhaust air), informed my own practice of site-specific installations made from unwanted

gifted materials. Furthermore, my site-specific experimentation correspondingly engages

with local spatial climates between the built environment and nonhuman erosive elements.

Instead of building vertically (as many urban structures tend to do), I buried, laid, stomped,

and cast onto or into the ground. In doing so, I found actions and methods which physically

bonded human to nonhuman materials in place.
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(Figure 11) [left] Fallen tree in the Dickson Wetlands after a period of heavy rain. [right] Chainsawed
pieces of wood given to me by ACT council workers, 30th September 2022.

These methods were applied in one outdoor installation constructed in my Kaleen backyard,

May 2022 (fig. 12). The work consisted of a sewn deconstructed blanket/shirt-like textile

pegged onto the bare limbs of my backyard pear tree. Gifted homegrown herbs from a

Facebook Buy Nothing member and collected eucalyptus branches stained secondhand

fabric sourced from the closest Vinnie’s store in neighbouring Belconnen. The textile form

was soaked, windswept and sunbleached for two weeks, as it hung and tangled itself in the

tree’s branches. A palimpsest of material relationships began to unfold upon the surface of

the textile work, some more erosive and destructive than others. The herb-based dyes faded

while the iron mordanted eucalyptus dye at its base gained a pinkish hue. These processes

and compositional cues are partially influenced by the wearable and non-wearable textile

forms made by Melbourne-based artist Rafaella MacDonald (fig. 13). The material diversity

and awkward positioning of Macdonald’s painterly-like assemblages informed my own

experimentations in irregular shaped textiles, as seen in the Kaleen hanging. Likewise,

subsequent blanket hangings in my indoor/outdoor installation “Blanket in Place” embraced

these approaches, as odd shaped textiles slotted into their surrounding environment.
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(Figure 12) Kaleen Backyard Blanket Hanging, [left] 9th May 2022 - [right] 14th May 2022, gifted
herb-based dye from Buy Nothing Kaleen (North) Facebook group member garden (fig. 8), eucalyptus
dye, iron water and thread on Belconnen Vinnies and Green shed underground fabric scraps. Pegged
on the bare limbs of a deciduous pear tree in my Kaleen backyard.
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(Figure 13) How____ relates to a pair of pants I’m not sure, Rafaella MacDonald, 2020, two pieces of
suspended hand-dyed fabric, anchored by a line of tiny shoes, n.d. From
https://offsite.westspace.org.au/work/how-___-relates-to-a-pair-of-pants-im-not-sure/

Blanket in Place

In light of the varying material explorations underpinning my practice-led research, the

interactive indoor/outdoor installation “Blanket in Place” (fig. 14) attempted to epitomise

these place-based learnings. The installation translated its local material origins via video

documentation, imprinted fabrics and site-specific hangings. Audiences were invited to

interact with the blanket objects physically representing the lateral and relational

contemplations driving my artmaking processes. The indoor component consisted of a

suspended piece of draping fabric stained and imprinted upon with found artefacts from skip
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bins, road verges and parks. The artefacts were placed at the foot of the fabric, suggesting a

cascading fall from the stained section (fig. 15). An eight-minute video was projected onto

the fabric, documenting material processes in the field (fig. 16). Three blankets hung on

hooks opposite the suspended fabric which the audience could wrap themselves in, as they

watched the documentation detailing the blankets' construction.

(Figure 14) Blanket in Place indoor installation view, 3rd June 2022, fabric, thread, rubble, fallen plant
materials, tiles, wood, plastic spools, plastic trash, stamps, copper, glass jar, map, plant dye, video file
(08:56) and string, Dimensions variable, 00:08:56 minutes.

(Figure 15) Blanket in Place process documentation of the staining process through imprinting local
artefacts with dye made from fallen ground cover branches, leaves, twigs etc, collected at ANU
School of Art & Design campus. June 2022.
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(Figure 16) Blanket in Place, detail shot. June 2022.

The installation created an associative loop between the blanketed audience member and

the documented blanketing in place. The visual loop was reinforced with the addition of an

outdoor component of three site-specific blanketing works - a hanging (fig. 17), wrapping (fig.

18) and burying (fig. 19). These blankets responded to the corresponding spatial climate

through attached bells that rang in the wind and sewn on pockets filled with plant-based dye

stuff which seeped colour in the rain. Audience members were encouraged to circuit the

outdoor blankets whilst still blanketed themselves. A gentle relational connection was thus

made between the blanketed human (audience) and blanketed nonhuman (tree, soil and

garden), as they viewed real time collaboration with spatial climates.

Ultimately, the installation was conceptually miscellaneous and oversaturated. The projection

element and interactive blanketing experience did not achieve the soft persuasion

techniques vital for audience recognition for local interconnecting systems (Springett, 2021).
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The installation's pitfalls are an outcome of the initial broader research field I was attempting

to investigate, concerning the stratifying effects past personal locals played into my current

sense of place (Lippard, 1997, 33). Regardless, the installation does materially embody

collaboration between self and other, notably in the outdoor elements.

(Figure 17) Blanket in Place outdoor hanging blanket in ANU School of Art & Design garden, ironbark
ink, eucalyptus leaf dye, iron water, thread, bells on Belconnen Vinnies second hand fabric and string,
26th May 2022.
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(Figure 18) Blanket in Place outdoor wrapping blanket in ANU School of Art & Design garden/carpark,
miscellaneous plant-based dyes on old studio fabric with pockets filled with dye stuff wrapped around
a deciduous tree in the middle of a roundabout. 26th May 2022.

(Figure 19) Blanket in Place outdoor burying blanket next to the ANU School of Art & Design carpark
weighted with a found brick, collected organic ground cover dye on old studio fabric scrap, 26th May
2022.
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In this chapter, we have learnt how a “making-with” gifted materials from local gift economies

and nonhuman collaboration in site-specific textile hangings can be useful tactics in

developing a sense of place. These approaches highlight lateral and nonlinear

methodologies through viewing the object of a blanket/blanketing as metaphor and artefact.

In the next Chapter, I will be outlining my set framework which eventuated into my major

blanketing installation “Local Gifts”.
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Chapter 3: Closed-Looped Blanket Cycles

Preservation: Nonlinear Material Cycles

In this final chapter, I will summarise my developed methodology, learning from conceptual

and contextual frameworks outlined in Chapter One and practice-led experimentations in

Chapter Two. A cross comparison into the preservation of art objects and the conservation of

nonhuman environments will be reviewed in reference to the gift economy. My blanketing

installation “Local Gifts” will demonstrate the blanketing object as a porous skin, in how it

delicately lays across human and nonhuman forms, attempting to answer my research

question: How can the practical actions of blanketing connect and ground people to their

local environments? Finally, I will be continuing my closed-looped material practice by

outlining intentions of re-gifting to place. This action highlights art’s ability in becoming active

and constructive agents within local places - refusing the preserving separation within

institutional white cubes.

Collaborative and corrosive material processes with nonhuman agents prompted my

research to reconsider the role of preservation in the context of our Western art ideology.

Preservation does not exist in nonlinear material life-cycles as there is no final form that the

material will be fixed into. Within the nonhuman world, it would be more appropriate to refer

to the conservation of materials as a vital concept (Curtis, 2011). Under conservation, natural

resources are efficiently and responsibly used, regardless of the many differing forms

materials may recycle between. Within the context of the gift economy, preservation for an

object means to care for a gifted object - holding relational connotations between receiver

and gift. Methods of preserving an object move against the environmental systems the

object's materials originated from. Erosion and decay are inevitable nonhuman forces that

are often shrouded under the cosmetics of our built environments. In the suburbs of Kaleen,
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Dickson and Action, I observed and learnt from erosive mark-making through the abandoned

objects we no longer value.

Gabriella Hirst’s video work “Darling Darling” 2021, is a visual reference supporting this

argument towards our misplaced hierarchies of care in Western institutions. The work

consists of a two way projected video, documenting on one wall the Baarka Darling River

from sunrise to sunset and on the other the preservation of a colonial painting by WC

Piguenit’s ‘The Flood in the Darling 1890’ (1895) at the Art Gallery of New South Wales (fig.

20). Hirst’s work directly and poetically juxtaposes the hierarchies of care between our

cultural productions representing an environment, and the disregard we have for the health

of the environment itself. In Hirst’s words: “We keep paintings of what is outside the gallery’s

walls… so carefully contained and static considering that everything outside is so dynamic”

(Hirst, 2021). Hirst’s critical commentary has informed my artmaking to question

human-centric ideologies. The following guidelines discussed in the next section outline

intentions of sustainably making-with the suburbs and avoiding extractively making from its

resources. These methods welcome nonhuman systems of erosion and growth that mould

the blanket’s structure and surface - replicating the dynamic outdoors.

(Figure 20) Gabriella Hirst, Darling Darling, Two Channel Video Installation, 25:33, 2021. (left)
recorded restoration of The flood in the Darling, 1890, by WC Piguenit. (right) recording of

drought-affected Barka Darling River, 2021. From http://www.gabriellahirst.com/Darling-Darling
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Method For “Local Gifts”

At the beginning of Semester Two, I re-evaluated my methodological approach within the

local gift economy and environment. As a result, I wrote a list of relevant artmaking methods

to implement into my practice-led research. These guidelines enacted a closed-looped

material practice upon my methodology of localism; consisting of the following steps:

- Only use materials acquired through gifting/thrifting exchanges or recycling found

objects.

- Only use materials sourced/found from Canberra with a focus on Dickson and

surrounding areas.

- Materials used in artworks must have a contingency plan i.e. the possibility of being

further recycled, reused or turned into an entirely new form: creating a closed loop

material cycle.

- The materials are not detrimental to the surrounding environment's health if leakage

occurs during outdoor hangings.

These guidelines became useful prompts to return to during my various site-specific

artmaking processes. They guided methods of sourcing gifted materials, treating the

materials, constructing site-specific collaborations and when considering the continuing

nonlinear narrative of the blankets after exhibition display. This guideline borrows closely

from the 8 Ways Aboriginal Pedagogy framework in the steps of: “...Land Links: Place-based

learning, linking content to local land and place and Deconstruct/Reconstruct: Modelling and

scaffolding, working from wholes to parts…” (8 Ways, n.d.). I was able to implement these

processes leading up to my final year installation “Local Gifts''.

In the next subsection, I will outline the aims of this installation in grounding audiences into

the local environment.
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Local Gifts: Blanketing Installation

“Local Gifts”, is an immersive indoor/outdoor installation, epitomising my practice-led

research in the suburbs of Kaleen, Dickson and Acton, ACT (fig. 21). The installation uses

the metaphor of blanketing and the blanket object to represent local interconnections

between self and other. Audiences are invited to immerse in the indoor installation,

consisting of gifted artefacts from the gift economy and local greenspaces. Partially stuffed

and stained - the textile blankets hang and drape from the rejected skirting pieces from a

local renovation skip bin, creating a varied canopy of textiles. These floating forms dangle

over a “ground cover” of recycled paper moulded onto gifted items from place and

community i.e chainsawed log, window gauze, concrete rubble and cut-off powerline wire.

Influenced by Katie West’s exhibition practice, the audience are encouraged to brush up

against plant dyed textiles and feel the ridges of pressed paper. The installation then mimics

a blanketing experience via the informal tactile immersion of their bodies

(Figure 21) Local Gifts concept sketch for ANU School of Art Gallery space. Textiles drape over
collected scrap wood/wire and hang over paper waste ground cover on the gallery floor.
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The outdoor component of my installation consists of three blankets suspended from trees in

ANU School of Art & Design Garden (fig. 22-24). Rather than using artefacts to contextualise

the blankets relationship to the local (as seen in the indoor installation), they will be in direct

correlation with the built and nonhuman environment it is collaborating with. The outdoor

installation will slot into the site and appear in complete relation to it - reminding audiences of

the strange assemblage of items found on curbside council pickups (fig. 25). The blanket’s

composition will support this cohesion, as they respond aesthetically to the forms, shapes,

colours and textures encompassing them. This cohesion and extension between art object

and local place is the foundational element that transcribes nonlinear narratives (Lippard,

2006, 14).

(Figure 22) Concept sketch for Local Gifts, outdoor hanging: Gifted Blanket with Wind.
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(Figure 23) Concept sketch for Local Gifts, outdoor hanging: Gifted Blanket with Asphalt.

(Figure 24) Concept sketch for Local Gifts, outdoor hanging: Gifted Blanket with Artificial Pond.
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(Figure 25) Assemblage of renovation discards before council pickup in Dickson, ACT. July 2022.

In short, “Local Gifts” is the materialisation of my direct-lived sense of place. The informal

display and interaction of the blanketing structures encourages relational associations for

participating audiences. Through practice-led research, the blankets are not only transcribing

the nonlinear concepts and material cycles of local systems but are actively made-within

them. In honouring these cyclical flow of materials, my blankets will be regifted back into the

systems of the local gift economy and/or nonhuman environment.

Re-gifting to Place

In the final section of this chapter, I will outline my blanket’s continuing cycle after their role

as an art object is complete. Intentions supporting this decision reflect and respect the

closed-looped methodologies I borrowed from the researched frameworks/systems: 8 Ways

Aboriginal Pedagogy Framework (8 Ways n.d.), cyclical concepts of the gift economy and

nonhuman ecological systems. In enacting nonlinear cycles and developing an ethics of care

towards the local, the blankets will not be preserved in one place or in one form. Instead,

blankets and their materials will mould to their community/environment in varying capacities,
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including composted into the soil, used in bedding, gifted to a neighbour, uploaded onto the

Buy Nothing facebook group or left soaking in a body of water for algae to grow on. Materials

therefore undergo a metamorphosis to suit the needs of a new role within human and/or

nonhuman contexts - transitioning through art spaces.

These blankets will then serve a constructive and dynamic role, extending the

visage/familiarity of local homes and its associative ethics of care, into interweaving public

movements (Tronto, 2013). This action in my research deconstructs perceived divisions

between human and nonhuman, neighbour and stranger, and artmaking with placemaking

practices. Thus, the blankets will continue to “flow in circles” as they are re-gifted and

amalgamated into the local community and/or environment.
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Conclusion

In this exegesis, I have described how my practice-led research in the nonlinear cycles of

the gift economy and local nonhuman environment have contributed to my learnt sense of

place in Ngunnawal and Ngambri country, ACT. Through the theoretical lens of Lucy R.

Lippard, my research was able to explore what constituted a localised artmaking practice via

the metaphorical tool of blanketing. Informed by the 8 Ways Aboriginal Pedagogy

Framework, I made-with the nonhuman environment and its materials through the

implementation of nonlinear artmaking techniques. Therefore, my constructed site-specific

fibre-based blankets collaborated with the nonhuman elements, deconstructing Western

dualistic divisions between self and other (nonhuman/stranger). These methods culminated

in an immersive indoor blanketing installation and three outdoor blanket hangings,

transcribing local interweaving narratives between artist, environment and community.

In the field observations completed during the course of this research has made it apparent

that localism and its strengths within suburban communities is lacking due to the growing

homogenisation of built and natural spaces. Western society’s capitalistic material systems

and instrumentalist outlooks towards nonhuman resources have skewed our hierarchies of

care. By returning to lateral/horizontal/non-hierarchical concepts and interactions within local

places - akin to Aboriginal Pedagogy Frameworks - artists and audiences can engage in

relational thinking towards the ecological systems sustaining us (Fletcher, 2021). Gifting

interactions and blanketing metaphors tested in my practice-led research is one poetic

persuasion technique able to prompt audiences to reconsider what items and/or places

should be preserved. Further arts-based research upon overarching concepts concerning

suburban homogenisation and Western institutional preservation is needed for future

development. Notably, the political connotations of exhibition waste and its material cycles.
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Prior to my research project, the gift economy had not been critically considered as an arena

for artmaking outside its financial accessibility. Now, engagements in the gift economy forms

an integral part of my local understanding and sense of belonging within my artmaking

practice. The cyclical notions of gifting and multifaceted platforms the gift economy can/does

operate within, opens potential dialogues to be further explored. For instance, the discourse

into contrasting engagements in the Buy-Nothing facebook groups. The noticed correlations

in gifting interactions between a place’s geography and its online gift economy contains

potential cues regarding the public's localised caring/gifting relationships or lack thereof.

Furthermore, the Western reluctance to give valuable materials outside units of kin is one

direction whereby discourses in gifted waste and gifted presents can be explored further.

The medium of blankets proved to be a useful metaphorical tool in conveying interweaving

local relationships for audiences. Their familiar form and material malleability pushed my

textile-based practice to consider everyday fabric items as potential transcribing artefacts for

non-human collaboration. I will continue this process-based practice in future projects,

testing the medium of clothing for greater audience interactivity. The intersections between

sustainable fashion, localism and nonhuman ecologies has been studied extensively in the

writings of previously referenced researcher Kate Fletcher. Within the time confinements of

my Honours practice-led research, I was unable to fully investigate this evolving interest in

the role clothing plays in how we interact with our local environments. Cross-disciplinary

techniques and collaboration with specialists in the fashion field would be required for this

continuing material investigation.

The practice-led research I have undertaken over the course of my Honours, has revealed

the diverse capabilities localised artmaking holds. Investigations in nonhuman collaborations

and interactions in local gifting, interlocks conceptual frameworks concerning the care and

notice we have for a place and the local materials we choose to value. At the core of this

research is a recognition that with a developed and relational sense of place comes an
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ethics of place. It is my hope that audiences read this recognition within the assembled parts

of my blankets and identify with the environmental interactives influencing blanketing fibres.

The systems supporting us at all times are beyond comprehension, yet we as artists and

locals can find peace in that. This occurs when we actively move and make with its cycles

and not against them.
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